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ON SUBCLASSES OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS 
WITH NEGATIVE COEFFICIENTS

Shigeyoshi Owa and M・ K. Aouf

Abstract

The subclasses R v) and m)
W 丄 and of T the class of analytic and

univalent functions of the form

\an\zn n=2

have been considered. Sharp results concerning coefficients, 
distortion of functions belonging to &, £) and
C*(a, & 卩)are determined along with a representation formula 
for the functions in S*(a, R Furthermore, it is shown 
that the classes S*(a, 6/) and C*(a, Bg) are closed under 
arithmetic mean and convex linear combinations. Also in 
this paper, we find extreme points and support points for 
these classes.

1. Introduction

Let S denote the class of functions of the form
8

(1. 1) 六 z)=z+Z%kn=2
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that are analytic and univalent in the unit disc U二二{。: |히 

< 1}. We denote by S(a) and C(d) the subclasses of S 
consisting of* functions which are, respectively, starlike of 
order a and convex of order a9 0 of < 1-

Juneja and Mogra [4] introduced the class of starlike 
functions of order a (0Wa〈l) and type B
defined as follows：

Definition 1. A function f^S is in S(a, 6), 0< 1, 
the class of starlike functions of order (X and 

type & if and only if

2須'（N） 

心

+1—2(x
＜（3 이이2須，（？）

Further they [4] defined the class of convex functions of 
order a and type B which is denoted by C(af, /3), 

as follows：

f(z)UC(d,6) if and only if 勿肅(z)uS(E

Let T denote the subclass of S consisting of functions 
whose non zero coefficients, from the second on, are nega
tive； that is, an analytic and univalent function f is in T 
if and only if it can be expressed as

co

(1. 2) 六z)=z—Z|시z”.n=2

We denote by S*(a), C*(a), 5*(cv, /3), C*(cy, 0) the 
classes obtained by taking intersections, respectively, of 
the classes S(a), C(a), S(、a, and C(셔，/3) with T. In 
[5], Schild considered a subclass of T consisting of polyno
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mials having |이 = 1 as radius of univalence. For this clas응, 

he obtained a necessary and sufficient condition in terms of 
the coefficients, and with the aid of this he derived better 
results for certain quantities connected with conformal 
mapping of univalent fimctions. Silve하nan [6] determined 
coefficient inequalities, distortion, and covering theorems 
for the classes S*(a) and C*(a). In E3] Gupta and Jain 
determined sharp results concerning coefficients and dis
tortion theorems for the classes S*(a, 6) and C*(%6). 
They also proved that these classes are closed under £tari- 
thmetic mean” and "convex linear combinations”.

The aim of the present paper is first to introduce two 
sube!교s&ws cd /S-) arrd C(a, p), w五云나i we denote them 
by S(q!5 m) and respectively. We
then consider the classes

S* (a, 6, 们 = S(% R 시，) n 丁 

and
(尹(q, B, *) = C(a, & D T.

Definition 2. A function fwS is in the class 
and OWuWL if and only

S(% 6,皿 

if

/(z) 1

仲희U즤-+1-(1+小 

六z)
</3 이이〈1).

Further, f^S is in the class C(a,Rif and only if 
W'(z)uS(a, & 任)・

In this paper, sharp results concerning coefficients and 
distortion theorems for the clades S*(a, /3, and C*(a, 卩) 

are determined. We also show that these classes are closed 
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under ^arithmetic meanw and "convex linear combinations”. 
Also we find extreme points and support points for these 
classes.

2. Coefficient theorems

We begin with the statement and the proof of the follow
ing result.

Theorem 1. A function f(、z) defined by (1.2) is in the 
class if and only if

立 {(N-1)+6{個+1 - (l+a)a}}|이W(l+Q8(l-a)・ 
n=2

The result is sharp.

Proof. Let \z\ = l. Then

产 (z)—r(z)|— 이次户 (z)+須(z){l—(l+“)a}|

니 f (1 一%)1 시z”| —이(l + /)(]_a)z 
n=2

8
—Z {/zn+1— (l+fi)a}\a„\zn\ »=2

冬 £ {(刀一1)+6{双+1—(l+*)a}}|시一(1+弘)6(1—d) «=2

冬0.

Hence, by the maximum modulus theorem, we have f G 
S*(a, & 卩)・

For the converse, assume that
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으f：3_ _]
成)_______________

建《(？ +i_(i+)a

I S (如一 1)1 시2”
I n=2=l -
I (1 + //) (l — a)2 — S {"t+1 — (1 + 卩)。} I이n” n=2 1

Since LRe(z)|W]z| for all z9 we have
f OO
/ W(n-l)&x"

(2.1) Re ------------------- -- --------------------------------- < 6.
8

\ (丄+幺) (1一 — E {)m+L- (1 + u)a}|시z커
' w=2 '

Choose values of z on the real axis so that z須'(z)/須(z) is 
real. Upon clearing the denominator in (2. 1) and letting 
z—T through real values, we obtain

8
2】(7Z—l)|c시 W 6{ (l + 弘) (I —£Y)2n~2

— (l+〃)a}|시}.n=2

This gives the required condition.
Finally, the function

六 z)=z 一 (l + GE(l—a)
(?2—1)+6{個+1 — (l + //)ce} （站2）

is an extremal function for the theorem.

Theo묘EM 2. A function f(a) defined by (L 2) is in the 
class C*(a, 6, “)if and only if

co

S 끼 (九一 1) +6{次+ 1一 (1 + 丿”)시「}}|시冬 (1 + 卩)6(1一。)»—2
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The 호esult is sharp for the function f{z) given by

________(1 + ")6(1—a)________ 2；m (n > 2) 
心 我{(，z-1)+6{個+l—(l + /a}} z 顷=

Proof. Note that f(z)uC*(a, /3, *) if and only if‘2須(z) W
S*(a, 0 x)・ Therefore, the proof follows from Theorem 1.

3- A representation formula

We now proceed to prove a theorem which gives a re
presentation for functions in the class S*(a,声).

Theorem 3. A function f(、z、) defined by (1.2) is in the 
class 5*(ae,卩)if and only if

(3.1) f3)=z exp{(l + G(l一a) j：〒^百싸,

where ©(z) is analytic and satisfies 渺(z)|W8, for |이<〔L

Proof. Let _f(z) wS*(a, 8, “). Then

p -

z户(z) 1 I------------------------------------------

須(2)(1&쎄
이이〈1).

Since the absolute value vanishes for z = 0, we have

(3.2)

2戶(2) I

——£(Z>――——=卩(2),
"籍-+l-(l+")a

了3)

where V(z) is analytic and for ］끼<L The
“only if" part is easily obtained by integrating (3.2) with 
卩(z)=部(2), and the other part by differentiating (3。1).
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4. Distortion theorems

Theorem 4. If/*(z) wS*(a, 8”)，then

l+g{(l+/)(l-a)+ 屛 —5 시 

<r , (1 + "(1—a) __
4 十 T甬3{(1 + Q(l_a)+ 卩}

and

1 - s丄鶴XT시L咯r r 冬 丨产(z)l 1+/3{(1 + G(1—a) + *}
v 1 - 2(1+G6d)
= T¥3m7)(l—a)+声}

for \z\ —r < 1.

Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we have

{l + g{2#+l— (1 + Ga}}2：l，시n-2
oo

= {1+/3{(1+“)(1—시。+ 产}}£混시n=2
8

冬2{(笫一1)+6{個+1一(1+/心}}|시
鈴그 2

W (1 + 卩) 6 (1 - 시!) ,

which gives

宁切［V ____ (1 + G6(1 — d)
SJ 시 ; ~帀{(1+卩)(1-a) + "} '

Therefore we have

Lf(z)l W 12•戒 I시
n~2

V ___________________________
=質十須卬{(1+G(1 一 a)E
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and

I r - r2 LI이n=2
> r_______ (1+弘)6(1—a)
~ 1+/3((1+ 卩)(1— <x) + pl

which prove the first part of the theorem. Further we have
CO 8

1 一 广 五 끼끼 W I•广'(z)| 1 + r S 끼시.
n-2 n=2

Using Theorem 1, we note that

艾;m I m____2(i+g 6Q一。)
幺끼 가' - 1+6{(1+卩)(1一。) + 冈} •

The호efo호e, the second 흐art of. the theorem follows f호om 
the above inequality.

Finally, since the equalities in the theorem are attained 
for the function

(4.1) f(z) =z- ____Q + G/3(L-a)____ J =危)
i+6{(i+弘)h-q)+卩} — ’

the bounds in the theorem are sharp.

Using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 4? 
we obtain

Theorem 5. If then

(1+G6CL—a)
r _ 而帝样$据죠 十〃}} 砰 W 1 六2시

V 厂 + ______ (1 +弘)6(1—a)______ r2
= 2{1+仞(1 + “)(1一4)+*}}

and
1______ (1 + ")6(1 — a)____  < I f^(z\i

1+6{(1+*)(1-a)&} 1
v 1 j_____ (1+戶)/3(1—a) 尸

— 고+/3{(1 + 卩) (1—a) + /i}
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for I이 = 尸<1. The bounds are attained for the function

(4.2) g = 2 - 2{讦£(播T)"슨%r畐产(z = ±r).

Letting r —> 1 in Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we have

Theorem 6. Let 了3、)W S*(q,/3")・ Then the unit disc
I어 <1 is mapped onto a domain that contains the disc

\w\ <__________ £ +，씨6_________
'삐 <、1+6{(1 + ")(1一a)+"} *

The result is sharp with the extremal function given by
(4.1) 。

Theorem 7. Let f(z) U C*(a, 6,卩)• Then the unit disc 
\z\ < 1 is mapped onto a domain that contains the disc

I也I <- 2 + 仞1 + 卩)(1—a) +2^}
11 J冗匸邛"G(i)+河厂

The result is sharp with the extremal function given by
(4.2) ,

5. Closure theorems

In this section, we shall prove that the classes S*(o, 
and C*((% & 卩)are closed under ^arithmetic mean55 and 
<£convex linear combinations”.

Theorem 8. If the functions
8

f(、幻') = Z - S I 이 2必 r=2
and

8
g(z) = z - S \br\zn 

心2
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are in the class S^(oc, //), then the function

龙(z) = Z - *吏 |% + 2시2严
C n=2

is also in the class S*(Q,

Proof. The proof follows directly by appealing to Theo
rem 1. In fact, f(z) and g(z) being in the class S*(。" & 

p), we have
8

(5. 1) S {1) + 6{碍z +1— (1+ a)a}}\an\ n = 2
W(l + #)6(1—시!)

and
8

(5. 2) Z： {(就 一 1) + /3{側+1- (1 +卩)a}} 化시n = 2
冬(1 +")6(1 —a).

It is sufficient, for h(z) to be a member of the class 
S*(a, to show

1 8
-q-S {(n— 1) + ^{^n + l— (1 + #) 시!}} 广"」

W(l+卩)6(1-a),

which will follow immediately by the use of (5.1) and
(5.2).

Theorem 9. Let £(z) = z and

£(z)=z->—〒순寿泪g二쒀g2)・

Then if and only if it can be expressed
in the form

8
/(z) = S 2„fn(z),

"드 1
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8
Avhere 0 and S 爲广二 L n = l

Proof. Suppose
8

/(z) = S 島 n = l

(1 +Wq)一__ y1 ________ l丄 ~厂 卩 ) 2*노 — 5)_______ [ n
，스 2 ("—1) + 6{砰 + 1—(1 + /心} X，! .

Then

yi ( (?Z~]) + /3{“龙+1—(1+么)<欠} 2 \
n = 2 \ (l + /i)/3(l —oc) n)

{________ (1 + G6(1—CY)

\(꺼—i)+6{用z+i- (i+r)q} 丿 =

Thus, by Theorem 1, we have f(z)uS*(a, R
Conversely, suppose J「(z)wS*(a, R*). Again, by Theo

rem L we have

(l + GSCL—a)
'지* (n-l) + |8{/z« +!-(! + //)«} (n 任 2).

Setting
；—(^― 1) + /3{^n+l— (l + //)at} I I ( 72> 9\
2>t- U+/)8(l 二团 I 이( = 刁

and
8

—1~ S 2”
71 = 2

we have 
8 

y(z)= s ;M/K(z), 
n = l

which completes the proof of Theorem 9.

The analogous of Theorem 8 and Theorem 9 for the class 
C*(a, 6") are
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Theorem 10. Let the functions g(z)‘ and 五(z) be 
defined as in Theorem & If jf(z) and g(z) belong to the 
시ass C*(a, 6, R), then h(z) is also in 난le class C*(a, 6")・

Theorem 11. Let £(z) and

f(z\=z_________(1+卩)6(1—。)
W n{(?z-l) + /3(/zn+l-(l+^)a}} （心 2）。

Then & 而 if and only if it can be expressed in
the form

8 
jf(z) = £ S, 

n = l

OO

where 姦스W a교d S 爲? 二二 L n=l

Remarks, (i) Putting ”=1 and 6 = 1 in the above results, 
we get the results obtained by Silverman [6].

(ii) Putting 声=1 in the above results, we get the results 
obtained by Gupta and Jain [3]・

6. Support points

A faction f(z) in S*(、a,但们 is said to be a support 
point of S*(a, j&u) if there exists a continuous linear 
functional J on T such that Re{J(f)} Re{J(g)} for all 
g(z) GS*(a, R 夂)，and Re{J} is non constant on S*(a, RQ 
We denote by Supp S*(cj R 声)the set of support points 
of S*(a, 6”), and by Ext S*(、% 饱 卩、)바le set of extreme 
points of S*(a, & 卩)、

Let F be a subfamily of univalents in U whose set of 
ext호eme points is countable, suppose f0 is a support point 
of F, and let <7 be a corresponding continuous linear func-
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tional. Defining Gj by

Deeb [2] showed the following result.

Lemma 1. Let Gj be defined by the above. Then Gs is 
、convex, Ext Gj U Ext F9 and

8
Gj={f^F : y(z) = E 人”f (z),人NO,n=l

S 乙=L AeExt Gj}.n = l

Let A be the class of functions of the form
8

/(-) = S- a,znn-Q

which are analytic in U, Then, Brickman, MacGregor and 
Wilken [1] proved the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let {bn} be a sequence of complex numbers 
such that

lim sup I싱i/冗 < 1, 
効 느。。

and set

= Z anb„71 드 0
for 六。)UA・ Then J is a continuous linear functional on 
A. Conversely, any continuous linea호 functional on A is 
given such a sequence {bH}.

In order to give our theorems for support points, we 
need the following results*

Lemma 3. The extreme points of S*(a, 6, “)are £(z)=z 
a효 d
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f(Z)=2：________ (l + #)/3(] _______z" (7Z>2)
扣、)z (0一 1)+£{"Z+1 一(1+Qce} W=z)・

Lemma 4. The extreme points of C*(a, 6") are £(z)=。 

and

f (zx—z_________ (l+e)6(l-a)_______ 7 > 幻
兀(z)-z 徂(RT)+g{次+]_(]+g)a}}2 '="

Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 follow from Theorem 9 and Theo
rem 11, respectively.

Now, with the help of the above lemmas, we prove

Theorem一丄2 The set Supp S*(a,R") of support paints 
of S허(a, B, 卩、) 흥iven by

Supp S*(、a, B,Q = tf w S*(a, B"、)：

f(z\ — z— y  _____ (1 + *)6(1—a)a,______ zn
J* 丿一 느2 (n-l)+jS(^+l-(!+//)«} '

co
K MO, 2： & W L % = 0 for some /}. n-2

Proof. Assume that

(1 + 卩)/3(1—(义)2켜8
尤愆）=z-的2 一6二1注拭譯1学牝ya产”

8
is in the class S*(% & d), where，為纟 0, £ 兀WL and —0 n-2
for some 顶 立 2. Since

lim sup|&n|1/n <C 1 
也 스8

for bn~Q (n 2, n 丰 j、) and 缶=3了=1, with Lemma 2, we 
define the continuous linear functional J 흉iven by (&„}. 
Then A/o) —1 and 丿(Q = l—化시 for f(z) belonging to 
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the class S*(a 傷卩)・ This shows that Re
Re{J(顶)} for all f(j乙')U S*(、％ & 卩、)・ Thus, we see that 

is a support point of *).
Conversely, assume that 尤(z) is a support point o£ 

S*(Q, & /z) and that its continuous linear functional J is given 
by {사. Note that Re{J} is also continuous and linear on

Therefore, by 난le Krein-Milman theorem, 난lere 
exists an extreme point J[(z) of S*(c、/3,么)such that

= & 이J(尤 )}.

Let

G广二{尤：Re{J(fQ)}=：Re{J{f^}. f后 Ext

Note that Ext S*(aj3, G is countable by Lemma 3. If
Gj= Ext S*(시!,/3”), then Re(J} must be constant on

This contradicts that is a support point of
RG・ Therefore, there exists a j such that Re{J(f)) 

〉Re{J(无)}. It follows from this fact 반lat

Ext GjC {/„：尤uExt S*(a, 6"),筮 M 2, n^j}.

Consequently, by using Lemma 1, we have
8

Z)(z) = s 妃如Z), n~2

where 兀 스 0, * 兀=1, and £后 Ext Gj i M 2, n^j. With 
n = 2

the help of Lemma 3, this gives

f(z\ _y (1+卩)6(1 — a)兀 n
知)T二吾PF邛夜宥F奇瓦}'

”j
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which completes the assertion of Theorem 12.

Using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 12, 
with Lemma 4, we have

Theorem 13. The set Supp C*(a, g”)of support points 
of C*(a,g") is given by

Supp C*(a, 6, r) = {fwC *(a,但 Q:
_ V _____ (1 + 糸)8(] —a)九_______

八勺一 2 {(宀1)+创伊2 + 1 -(1 + /心}广'

OO .
ln 0, E 兀WL 2,-0 for some j}.n-2
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